LA FABRIQUE DES QUARTIERS

Small scale reuse operations with a high potential of reproducibility

About - The company La Fabrique des Quartiers regenerates ancient housing in a former worker neighbourhoods in Lille metropole.

Challenges - Rethinking the management of the buildings’ end of life. Encouraging the development of the reuse sector. Improving construction practice by developing tools through case studies.

Materials involved - Ceramic tiles, cast iron radiators interior doors, chimney slabs, washbasins.

Lille - FR - 2020/2021 - Public procurement
Project size : Maisons de ville - FCRBE partner : Rotor asbl - Project Owner : La Fabrique des Quartiers - Tiles supplier : Antique déco - Reinsertion company : La Fabrique de l’Emploi - Conception for the project on Sainte Aldegonde street : Atelier Nicolas Pereira